
Chapter II 

Spatial Distribution of Different Cofflinunities 

In showing the spatial distribution of the communities in the city 
1 

of Siliguri, it has been taken up for each ward separately as the data 

is available in that order and it also makes a comparative analysis 

easier, 

Qlt has to be borne in mind that Siliguri is basically a 'Bengali' 

city, having developed in the heart of rural and forested Bengal through 

decades to which people are migrating from adjoining Bangladesh and 

neighbouring Indian states. Its nodality has been felt more significant 

since the independence of India when the province of Bengal having been 

divided, left this town (still then a small one) as the only entry as 

well as exit point for any movement over the surface between the north

eastern states and the rest of India. As a result of this Siliguri 

gradually was transformed into a transport centre of national importance 

and playing the vital role of liason between the hill areas ( including 

the state of Sikkim) and north-eastern states and the remaining part of 

India , it attracted commerce which developed as one of its leading 

functions in no time. All these naturally had a lasting impact on the 

city and this came to be reflected in its population which growingly 

became more and more heterogeneous in character^ As a matter of fact, 

the increasing importance of commerce attracted people from many areas 

to take a direct part in that and the allied activities , the latter 

slowly expanding in the wake of commercial growth , which made a drastic 
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change in the community-wise composition of the city-population, adding 

further to the physical changes of the cityscape. 

To obtain a comprehensive idea about the Community-wise 

compostion, the major communities found in this city has been divided 

into 9 (nine) categories: (i)Bengali; (ii)Bihari; (iii)Marwari;(iv) Pun

jabi? (v)Nepali; (vi)Oriya; (vii)Tribal; (viii) Muslim and iix) Others. 

However,it needs to be mentioned here that it is very difficult to trace 

the state of origin of the Muslims and hence they have been put 

Separately under a different category. 

(in considering the community-wise composition of the population of 

each ward , the roads and specific localities have been mentioned as 

elements of identification. Regarding specific localities it needs to be 

mentioned in this connection as a point of further classification that 

particular forms like 'Patti', 'colony','para','basti' and 'nagar'appear 

in many cases. The meaning between them is not only different other than 

the fact that at many instances some of them like 'colony' and 'nagar' 

generally indicate a newly settled area of the refugees while 'basti' 

means usually, but not necessarily, a slumjl In Siliguri, the word 

'para' for a locality mostly stands for a locality developed earlier , 

quite often indicating the type of people living in. Such as 'Babupara' 

means 'locality inhabited by gentlemen ', Hakimpara means ' locality 

inhabited by the administrator ', which actually is even now true as the 

office and residential quarters of the S.D.O. is situated in that 

locality i 'Ashrampara' means a 'locality having a religious ( Hindu) 

establishment'. All three of them together make the old part of the city 

or the original nucleus around which later development took place 

giving rise to outward expansion of the city through decades. 
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The Table 2.44(at the end of the chapter) shows the Bengali commu

nity forming the largest population followed by the Bihari population. 

The Bengali population indicates a high percentage of 64.257.. Out of a 

total of 30 wards, the Bengalis represent the major section of the 

population, though the percentage varies widely from 11.71% to 98.96X 

among them.(Fig. 3) 

At least in ten of them, more than 90'/. of the total population are 

the Bengal is.Looking at the map(Fig. 4) it may be interesting to observe 

that perhaps a pattern may be detected in the geographical distribution 

of different communities. For instance, the wards having Bengalis as 

dominant population cover the eastern part of the city starting from 

north to south. Again among them wards lying on the fringe of the town, 

have the largest percentage than those in the further west. Some details 

about the overall character of these wards may give a clear idea about 

the situation. The Bengalis comprise 64.25% of the total inhabitants and 

two other important communities are the Biharis (16.36%) and the 

Marwaris (6.55%). 

We may discuss the community-wise composition of different wards 

elaborately, starting from Ward No.I. 

Ward - I. 

This ward spreads over Himachal colony, Surya Sen colony, 

Hill Cart Road, Darjeeling more, Railgate and B.R.I.Colony , Diesel 

Colony, and the slum of Diesel colony , Panchanan Colony, Mahananda 

Colony, Kulipara and Siliguri Junction. Part of Ujanu mouja of district 

Darjeeling has also been annexed to ward no.I (Fig. 5 ) as a result of 
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the formation of Siliguri Mumicipal Corporation in 1994. 

The community-wise composition of ward no.I is very much 

diversified as shown in the following Table. 

Table 2.1 

Bengali 

35.03 

Nepali 

9-67 

Conifflun i t y—w i se 

Musiim 

5.70 

Or iya 

0.24 

Composition 

Bihari 

39.73 

Tribal 

6.48 

in 5i , Ward I. 

Pun j ab i 

0.43 

Others 

2.20 

Marwari 

0.52 

Total 

iOO 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

It is quite interesting to note the complex mixture of population 

among which the Biharis (39.73%) form the dominant position followed by 

the Bengal i (35.03%) , the Nepali (9.677.) and the Tr ibals(6.48X) . 

A major part of the Non-Bengali and Muslim population are railway 

employees residing in railway quarters. More or less the majority of the 

Tribal population are service holders in the railway department. Another 

part of Bihari population residing in Kulipatty(Kuli Para),the latter as 

name of the locality directly indicates their means of occupation 

as porters, is engaged in loading and unloading work of goods carried by 

the railways. 

Ward - II, 

It comprises Nivedita Road, part of Bagha Jatin Colony, Pradhan 
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Nagar, S.N.T. Bodown Road, part of Mallaguri and Patel Road. It forms 

the extreme corner in the northern periphery of Siliguri city (Fig. 5 ). 

The ward is totally residential. The Bengalis comprise about 67.44% of 

the total inhabitants and two other important communities are.Biharis 

(12.99%) and Nepalis(11.02%) C Table 2.23. 

The population of this ward has largely increased after 1981 and 

that was due to migration from Bangladesh and Assam. 

The Bengalis inhabiting this ward are engaged in business or some 

of them Are service holders. 

The Bihari community is concentrated in the area lying in the 

north of river Mahananda and is engaged in different types of manuat 

work while some of them have some small business like betel shops and 

little grocery shops etc. 

The Nepal is of this &rea. are relatively old residents in respect 

of Bengali community. They are mostly engaged in transport activities, 

as drivers in public or private transport or as helpers. 

Table 2.2 

Cofflfflunity-wise Composition in 7., Mard II. 

Bengali 

67.44 

Nepali 

11.02 

Mus1i m 

1.71 

Or iya 

0.33 

Bihari 

12.99 

Tribal 

1.38 

Pun j ab i 

0.40 

Others 

3.20 

Marwari 

1 s^ 

Total 

100 

CSourcBsElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 
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Ward - III. 

Lying in the northern part of Siliguri city, it includes a 

number o-f localities and roads, such as Saimarg Road, South Bagha Jatin 

Colony, Gurung Basti, Bhanubhakt Sarani and Nivedita Road. 

The community-wise population is as follows (Table 2.3). 

Table 2.3 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward III. 

Bengali 

30.92 

Nepali 

10.56 

Musiim 

2.42 

Or iya 

0.23 

Bihari 

47.54 

Tribal 

1 .58 

Pun j ab i 

0.71 

Others 

4.41 

Marwari 

1 .63 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

This is another ward in Siliguri dominated by the Bihar is as the 

major constituent of the population mix . The majority of the Bihari 

population are milkmen belonging to the Yadav community. 

The Bengali and the Nepali population of this ward are associated 

with small scale business and the remaining part of the population are 

either service holders or associated with transport activities. This is 

another ward where the non-Bengali population is larger and the 

percentage of Bihar is is the largest among all communities. The Bengalis 

though come next to the Bihar is in percentage yet it is the second 
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lowest for the whole city. Among the communities, the Nepal is take a 

significant place in view of the presence of a large number of commu

nities. The population seems to be very much diversified in character. 

Ward - IV. 

Lying close to Burdwan Road and bounded by river Mahananda on 

the west (Fig. 5 ) , it comprises the following locality. 

Adarshanagar, Chandra park,Tumol para, South Karbala, Goala Patty, 

Maharaj Colony and Burdwan Road. 

It is an interesting feature to note that though the Bengali 

community forms the largest section of the inhabitants of this ward, the 

majority of the population are non-Bengalis, showing a varied degree of 

communal heterogeneity. The following composition shows the fact. 

(Table 2.4). 

Table 2.4 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward IV. 

Bengali 

47.75 

Nepali 

2.96 

Musiim 

15.09 

Or iya 

0.00 

B i h a r i 

27.70 

Tribal 

1.76 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

"it o n 

Marwari 

1.75 

Total 

100 

[Sources Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly' 1993.D 

Both the Muslims and the Biharis are from Bihar and part of 
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Uttar Pradesh and most of them are engaged as labour in the loading and 

un-loading activities at nearby wholesale areas having a large number of 

godowns-Some of them are also engaged as rikshaw pullers and van pullers 

etc. A large section of the yadav community is also concentrated in this 

ward engaged in the occupation of dairy activities. The Bengali inhabi

tants here are generally engaged in business like maintaining small 

stalls dealing in grocery or other items of daily use. The remaining 

part are service holders at small and large private offices or shops. 

A large portion of the Kanu(Teli) community is also found in this 

ward who orginally came from Bihar and eastern part of Uttar Pradesh. 

They are running relatively a large type of business including export 

and import which will be discussed later. 
i 

Ward - V. 

Occurring in the south-west of Siliguri city it includes Ganga 

Nagar, Santoshi nagar, Ran'iswati Mandir Road and Nutan Para near 

Jalpaimore. 

Relatively a more diversified type of social structure is found in 

this ward as brought-out in the following Table.(Table 2.5) 

Table 2.5 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward V. 

Bengali 

13.87 

Nepali 

1.33 

Musiim 

4.74 

Or iya 

0.08 

Bihari 

65.40 

Tribal 

kj . 0*0 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

6-81 

Marwari 

2.39 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly' 1993.] 
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The most interesting fact revealed by the Table is that the Bihari 

community dominates the ward(65.40X), forming the highest percentage for 

all the 30 wards, and the component of Bengali community residing in 

this ward is recorded as the second lowest in the whole city. 

Further, the presence of some Other communities and the Tribals 

make the character of inhabitants very much diversified. 

The majority of the Bihari population is however engaged as casual 

labour connected with construction works while another section of the 

population are rikshaw pullers or make a living from business. 

Ward - VI. 

It covers Dangipara, B.M. Sarani, Burdwan Road, M-N.Sarkar 

Road, Kurseong Road,Mahananda Para,D.L.Sarani,D,L.Sarkar Road, Hill Cart 

Road, Darbhanga tola, Chappal Patti, Alupatti, Road station, Fakir tola, 

Vivekananda Road, Swami Nagar Colony, Ganjagali and Batagali. 

Relatively a more complex nature of social structure is found 

in ward no.VI as shown in the following Table (Table 2.6). 

Table 2.6 

Community-wise Composition in 5i, Ward VI. 

Bengali 

21 .83 

Nepali 

2.16 

Huslim 

33.66 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

28.91 

Tribal 

1.63 

Punjabi 

1.24 

Others 

7.14 

Marwari 

3.43 

Total 

100 

[Source:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly' 1993.] 
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In studying the community-wise composition o-F the ward it is 

very much important to note the presence of a large number of Muslims 

(33.667.)- the largest so far in relation to other 29 wards of the city. 

A big mosque is also situated in this area. The majority of the Muslim 

population is non-Bengali. 

Next to Muslim population, the Bihari (28.91%) and the Bengali 

(21.83%) constitute the second and third largest constituents-It is also 

interesting to observe that the "Others" indicate a large percentage of 

7.14 per cent, and this is due to the presence o-f non-Bengali population 

majority of which are from Uttar Pradesh belonging to the 'Kanu' 

community. 

The majority of the Muslim population is associated with dif-ferent 

kinds o-f manual work and some o-f them make a living -from small business. 

The majority o-f the Bihari population and the people from Uttar Pradesh 

are involved in wholesale business among which potato and onion have 

taken an important part . 

Ward - VII. 

This ward spreads over Vivekananda Road, Vidyasagar Road, 

Vidyasagar Palli, Khalpara , Nehru Road , M.G. Road , K. N. Roy Road , 

Vivekananda Nagar, Yadav Palli. 

Relatively a more diversi-fied social structure is -found in ward 

no VII as shown in the following Table (Table 2.7). 
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Table 2.7 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward VII 

Bengali 

39.67 

Nepali 

1 . 0.t« 

Musiim 

15.15 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

25.78 

Tribal 

0.82 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

6.18 

Marwari 

10.58 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

The Table shows a very complex mixture of population among which 

the Biharis(25.78%) form the most dominant non-Bengali component.Another 

important feature is the presence of a large number of Muslim population 

(15.15%) which is due to its location close to ward no. IV and VI 

preferred by the Muslims. The majority of the Bihari and the Muslim 

population of the ward are generally involved in different kinds of 

manual work, eg. loading and unloading work at nearby godowns or rikshaw 

pulling etc. The Table also shows 6.18 per cent of other communities, 

majority of whom belong to the Teli community originating from Uttar 

Pradesh and from the western part of Bihar, also known as 'Kanu' or 

'Madhyadesi Vaishya' making a living from different sort of large and 

medium scale business. 

Ward - VIII. 

It covers Vivekananda Road of Khalpara, Madrasa Road, 

Kalinath Road, Nehru Road,M.P.M.Road,Manturam Road, Mahatma Gandhi Road, 
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Agrasen Road, S.P.Road, Kalahati, Sibaji Road, Naya Bazar Road, Manturam 

Compound Road, Mahabirsthan and Mahabirsthan Road,RaiIgate area^ Burdwan 

Road, Majumdar colony, Store Yard colony, Tetul Tala and Durganagar. 

The following Table shows the percentage of population belonging 

to different communities of ward no VIII (Table 2.8). 

Table 2.8 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward VIII. 

Bengali Muslim Bihari Punjabi Marwari 

14.56 4.92 36.01 1.06 34.46 

Nepali 

1.32 

Or iya 

0.00 

Tribal 

1 .46 

Others 

6 • X. 1 

Total 

100 

tSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly' 1993.3 

The Table shows a complex nature of community break-up among which 

the Bihar is remain highest (36.017.) followed by the Marwaris (34.467.). 

Almost 50% of the Bihari and the Muslim population of the ward are 

manual workers, engaged as rikshaw or van pullers or working as casual 

labour in different godowns . The remaining part of the Bihari community 

and the people from Uttar Pradesh, falling under the 'Others' category, 

are generally involved in small and medium scale business. The Marwaris 

of the ward (34.46%) make a living generally from large scale business 

including export and import. 
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Ward - IX. 

It covers Manga1 Pande Road, Jajodia Market, Station Feeder 

Road J, Agrasen Road and bye lanes, Sreelipi Road, Jajodia clinic Road, 

Burdwan Road, Nehru Road, S.P. Mukherjee Road, Mahatma Gandhi Road , 

Dharmashala Road and Sani Mandir. The majority of the area is known as 

'Khalpara', which is dominated by 'Marwari' population. 

The following Table shows the percentage of population belonging 

to different communities of Ward.No.IX (Table 2.9). 

Table 2.9 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward IX. 

Bengali 

11.71 

Nepali 

2.46 

Musiim 

0,82 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

28.70 

Tribal 

0.42 

Punjabi 

0,00 

others 

6.66 

Marwari 

49.23 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

The Table shows a very complex mixture of population among which 

the Marwaris (49.23X) form the most dominant component with the highest 

score among all the 30 wards of the old city - area. Next to Marwari 

community is the Bihari representing 28.70 percent of the ward -

population. 

The Marwari population and some of the Bihar is are generally 

involved in large and medium scale business including export and import. 
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The remaining part of the population of the ward representing the Bihari 

make a living generally from small business or by working as labour 

in nearby godowns. 

Ward - X. 

It represents the following locality. 

Mahakal Palli, Nabin Sen Road, Sevoke Road, Kartic ch.Dey Road, 

Rasiklal Sarani, Hill Cart Road, Church Road , Ganesh Ram Compound, Uday 

Shankar Sarani, Kathal Bagan,Adarsha Palli and Sree Ram Colony. The area 

may be divided into two parts viz.(i)Residential and (ii)Commercial. The 

Bengali population represents about half of the total number of 

inhabitants followed by Bihari (21.32%) and Marwari (14.5Z) population 

(Table 2.10). 

The very location of the area with the two most important thorough 

fares Hill Cart Road and Sevoke Road ~ framing it on both sides have 

made it a part of the CBD which alone explains the composition of its 

inhabitants. The Marwaris constitute the most leading and the most 

affluent business community in the city. 

They are concentrated in the triangular area between Sevoke Road, 

Church Road,Hi 11 Cart Road and Ganesh Ram compound where the residential 

buildings appear just behind the commercial place and the area around 

Hill Cart Road, Sevoke Road and Church Road is fully commercial(Fig. 4). 

There is a big market for electronic and electrical goods, building 

materials and fixtures, hardware etc. besides some transportation busi

ness, which will be discussed later. 
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The Bengali population is primarily concentrated in liahakal Palli, 

Nab in Sen Road, Adarsh Palli, Kartik Ch.Dey Road and Rasik Lai Sarani. 

The Bihari community having made its residence here is generally 

engaged in retail as well as wholesale business on a small or big scale. 

A few pockets inhabited by the Yadav community is also found here. 

Table 2.10 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward X. 

Bengali 

50.19 

Nepali 

4.32 

Musiim 

2.51 

Or iya 

0.06 

Bihari 

21.32 

Tribal 

0.85 

Punjabi 

0.46 

Others 

5.78 

Marwari 

14.51 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

Ward - XI 

It covers George Mohbert Road, Bidhan Road, Bidhan Market 

Road, Sevoke Road, Khudiram Palli, Hill Cart Road, Rajani Bagan and Seth 

Srilal Market. It is to be noted that the majority of the area is a 

market place. 

Though the Bengalis as inhabitants show a dominant position, the 

Table(Table 2.11) gives a complex mixture of population. Relatively a 

more diversified type of social structure is found in this ward as 

brought out in the following Table (Table 2.11). 
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Table 2.11 

Community—wise Composition in X, Ward XI. 

Bengali 

Nepali 

4.46 

Musiim 

Or i ya 

1.40 

Bihari 

18.56 

Tribal 

0.37 

Pun j ab i 

0.65 

Others 

15.46 

Marwari 

23.87 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

# 

The Bengalis represent 32.65 per cent which is the largest one 

followed by the Marwaris (23.87%) and the Biharis(18.56%). The Marwaris 

and some of the Bihar is and the Bengalis are generally involved in large 

scale business. 

It is also interesting to note that inhabitants grouped under the 

head of 'Others' in the Table show a large percentage of 15.46 which 

remains highest so far in comparison to other 29 wards of the city. 

This is due to the communities coming from different parts of 

India mainly from Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan, which has not 

been mentioned in the Table. They make their living generally from 

business activities. 

Ward - XII. 

It covers the area lying along Raja Ram Mohan Roy Road, 

Najrul Sarani, Bidhan Road, part of Ashutosh Mukherjee Road, Tilak Road, 

(23) 



part of Bagha Jatin Road, Rishi Aurobindo Road, Red Cross Road , Biman 

Sinha Road etc-

It is situated opposite to the Bidhan Market complex, the largest 

one in the city, and the area adjacent to Siliguri stadium (Fig. 5). The 

percentage of the Bengali community is 72.79 per cent. However, rela

tively a large number of Bihari population is present here comprising 

over 12 per cent of the total inhabitants followed by 4.24 per cent 

Marwaris(Table 2.12). Apart from the area covered by the market complex, 

it may be defined as a residential area inhabited mostly by service 

holders and professional people. However, the presence of a large number 

of business establishments naturally has attracted many people engaged 

in them to settle down in this ward making it a permanent home so far as 

their residence is concerned. 

Table 2.12 

Cofflmunity-wise Composition in %, Ward XZI 

Bengali 

72.79 

Nepali 

3.06 

Musiim 

0,51 

Or iya 

1 .00 

Bihari 

12.62 

Tribal 

1 .42 

Punjabi 

0.27 

Others 

4.09 

Marwari 

4.24 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

Ward - XIII 

It comprises the area served by Udham Singh Sarani, Lala 

Lajpat Roy Road and by lanes , Guru Nanak Sarani , Sarbamangala Road, 

(24) 



Shibmandir Road, Bhagat Singh Sarani, Pranami Mandir Road. The area lies 

on the eastern side of Sevoke Road starting from Panitanki (crossing 

of Bidhan Road and Sevoke Road Junction) to near the Second Mile point 

on Sevoke Road and as such it represents a part of the recent expansion 

of the city area. All the lanes and roads mentioned above orginate from 

Sevoke Road (Fig. 5 ). 

This is largely reflected in the composition of its population 

which is more heterogeneous than most of the other wards , having a 

significant community mix. For instance, though the Bengalis dominate 

as the single largest group of inhabitants, the percentage of Biharis 

(11.90'/.), Marwaris( 10.89"/.) , Pun jabis(5.79%) and Nepal is(6.69"/.) is quite 

significant(Table 2.13). Besides, the percentage of the Punjabis happens 

to be the highest for any ward of this city. 

The Bengalis (51.33%) are mostly engaged in different services and 

business. But almost all the Punjabis are associated with small and 

large scale business. They are residing in a concentrated manner in the 

same area comprising Udham Singh Sarani, Lala Lajpat Roy Road, Guru 

Nanak Sarani, Bhagat Singh Sarani etc. with their business established 

along Sevoke Road. They seem to be in the process of enlarging their 

residential area adjoining Sevoke Road, gradually buying up residential 

properties from old residents, obviously the Bengalis , quite often 

offering higher price than the market rate. 

The Marwaris of this area are also associated with large scale 

business like the Punjabis and they occupy the sorrounding areas of 

(25) 



Sevoke Road ( mainly automobiles and electrical goods which will be 

discussed later). 

The Bihar is and the Nepal is (6.69%) of this area are generally 

maintaining small shops or are engaged in service of the private 

agencies, 

The percentage of people shown as 'Others' inhabiting this ward is 

relatively high (7.11%). This is due to the non-Sikh Punjabi population 

and people from Uttar Pradesh, Hariyana and some other parts of India in 

addition to the communities mentioned above. 

Table 2.13 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward XIII. 

Bengali 

51.33 

Nepali 

6.69 

Musiim 

3.45 

Or iya 

5.14 

Bihari 

11 .90 

Tribal 

0.70 

Pun j ab i 

5.79 

Others 

7.11 

Marwari 

10.89 

Total 

100 

[Sources Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

Ward - XIVs 

This includes Jatin Das Sarani, Musaffar Ahmed Road, part of 

Nasrul Sarani, Masterda Lane,Ramkrishna Road, Saradamani Road, Buddhadeb 

Basu Road and Durga Das Banerjee Road. The major area is lying in Ashram 

(26) 



Para on the right side of Bidhan Road, opposite to the market complex 

(Fig. 5 ). It is a Bengali dominated area, with 84.82X of the total 

population followed by the Bihari and the Nepali communities with 3.66 

and 3.83 per cent respectively. The area is by and large residential and 

the majority of the population are service holders in different esta

blishments or have a small business for living. 

Table 2.14 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward XIV. 

Bengali 

84.82 

Nepali 

Musiim 

0.76 

Of'i ya 

0.10 

Bihari 

3 > 66 

Tribal 

0.14 

Punjabi 

0.76 

Others 

4.13 

Marwari 

1 .80 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

Ward - XV. 

It covers Sayed Mustafa Ali Road, part of Haren Mukherjee 

Road, part of Raja Ram Mohan Roy Road , Swamiji Sarani, part of Nazrul 

Sarani, P.C.Sarkar Road (Sarani), Meghnath Sarani, Kutimil Road,Palpara, 

Nigam Palli, Atul Prasad Sarani, Bankim Ch.Road, Jagadish Bhattacharya 

Sarani, Kanailal Dutta Road etc, situtated in the eastern part of 

Siliguri and mostly inhabited by the Bengali community with a sprinkling 

of Bihar is (2.17"/.) and Marwaris (1.23"/.) [ Table 2.15 3- The Bengalis 

comprise 94.02% of the total population and they are engaged in business 

and services as occupation. 
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T a b l e 2 . 1 5 

Cof l imun i ty -w ise C o m p o s i t i o n i n X , Ward XV. 

Bengali 

94.02 

Nepali 

0 • %i''8 

Musiim 

0.10 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

2.17 

Tribal 

0.07 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

Marwari 

1.23 

Total 

100 

C S o u r c e r E l e c t o r a l R o l l o f S i l i g u r i A s s e m b l y ' 1 9 9 3 . ] 

Ward - XVI 

South of ward XV and in the eastern part of Siliguri city, 

ward no.XVI is situated (Fig. 5 ) containing Girish Ghosh Road, part of 

Haren Mukherjee Road, Balaidas Chatterjee Road, Jagadish Bose Road, part 

of Swamiji Road, Jyotsna Bekary Road, Rajani Kanta Sarani, Rasbehari 

Road, Siliguri College Road (Eastern part). The picture of ward XVI is 

the same as that of ward XV, the Bengali population representing 94.587. 

of the total number of inhabitants (Table 2.16). 

Table 2.16 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward XVI. 

Bengali 

94.58 

Nepal i 

0.55 

Mus1i m 

0.15 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

1.98 

Tribal 

0.08 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

1 .71 

Marwari 

0.95 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 
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Ward No - XVII. 

It spreads over Bagha Jatin Park, part of Subhaspally, 

Netaji Subhas Road, Siliguri College campus, Jagadish Ch.Bose Road, C.V. 

Raman Sarani, Rasbehari Sarani, Nandalal Bose Road, College Road, Sachin 

Sarkar Sarani, Bipin Pal Sarani etc. The area is residential , however, 

the locality may be described as the 'Educational Centre' because 

'Siliguri College' and a number of leading schools like Siliguri Girls' 

High School, Siliguri Hakimpara Valika Vidyalaya and some other academic 

institutions are located in this ward. 

The community-wise composition of the population of this ward is 

shown below (Table 2.17). 

Table 2.17 

Community—Mise Composition in 7., Ward XVII. 

Bengali 

90.66 

Nepali 

1.13 

Musiim 

0.51 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

4.19 

Tribal 

0.23 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

2.02 

Marwari 

1.26 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

The above Table shows that in spite of the very high percentage of 

Bengali population(90.667.), the ward represents a complex character with 

the presence of a wide range of non-Bengali residents. The population of 

this area is mostly engaged in different professions like medical, 
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engineering etc. while some others are businessmen. For instance, the 

Bihari inhabitants of this area are mostly engaged in small and large 

scale businesses. 

Ward - XVIII. 

It includes Sraban Nagar, Did Station Road, Promod Nagar 

situated by the side o-F railway track extending upto special jail, 

Khudiram Pally (Colony), Ranabasti near Bagrakot, Lichubagan and part of-

Subhas pal 1i(Ranabasti). There is a large number of slums here eg.Sraban 

Nagarf Old Station Road, Promod Nagar and Rana Basti etc. The slum area 

occurs along the railway track (Fig. 5 ). 

The following Table shows the percentage of people belonging to 

different communities (in 7.). 

Table 2.18 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward XVIII 

Bengali 

60,97 

Nepali 

4.44 

Musiim 

5.70 

Or iya 

0.72 

Bihari 

18.68 

Tribal 

7.23 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

^.11 

liarwar i 

0.15 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993,3 
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The community-mix is more pronounced here than in ward XVII,with a 

large percentage of non-Bengali (over 40%) population than in many wards 

and among them the Biharis take a leading position (18.68'/.) while the 

percentage represented by the Tribals (7.237.) as well as the Nepal is 

are quite significant. A cursory look at the map will show that the 

location of this ward much closer to the CBD area has an important role 

in determining the communal character of the ward (Fig.4 and Fig. 5 ) . 

The Bengali population of this area (60.9%) is mostly engaged in 

small and large scale business, having permanent stalls. The Bihari and 

Muslim population is mostly engaged as labour or dailywage workers. Some 

of them are rikshaw-pullers. 

Ward - XIX. 

This ward spreads over Netaji School Road, part of Netaji 

Subhas Road, Netaji Girls' High School area and road, Milan Mandir Road, 

Kabiguru Sarani, Sukumar Roy Road, the right bank of river Fuleswari 

and Subhas Nagar Colony. The percentage of people belonging to different 

communities are as follows. 

Table 2.19 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward XIX. 

Bengali 

98.15 

Nepali 

0.24 

Musiim 

0.00 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

1,24 

Tr ibal 

0.18 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

0.19 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

[Source:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 
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The Bengalis are the dominant residents and the presence of other 

communities is negligible. 

Ward - XX. 

Situated on the left bank of river Fuleswari and lying far 

from the CBD, ward no. XX covers Jail Road, Jyotinagar, Raja Ram Hohan 

Colony, Durga Das Colony, Milan Mandir Road, Netaji Subhas Road(part), 

A-K.Basu Road and part of Jagadish Basu Road. 

The railway track connecting New Jalpaiguri Station with Siliguri 

city station, passes through the southern part of this ward (Fig. 5 ). 

The percentage of community-wise composition of population of this ward 

is as follows. 

Table 2.20 

Community-wise Composition in 7., Ward XX. 

Bengali 

81.35 

Nepali 

o 1 «=: 

Musiim 

1 .27 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihar i 

S. ̂  1 

Tribal 

6.18 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

0.84 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

While the Bengalis lead with 81.357. of the total inhabitants, the 

presence of the Bihari (8.217.) , the Tribal (6.187.) , the Muslim (1.277.) 

and the Nepali (2.157.) population is noteworthy . The majority of the 
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Bihari, Muslim and the Tribal population is residing in the slum area 

which has developed by the side o-f railway line. 

Ward - XXI-

It covers Atul Prasad Sarani, Promothesh Barua Sarani, 

Kabiguru Sarani, right bank of river Fuleswari and Dipchar , Daspara 

and Rabindra Nagar. Another important fact is that the northern and the 

eastern sides of the ward sre surrounded by Dabgram mouza of Rajganj 

block of Jalpaiguri district. Part of this mouza has recently been 

annexed to 'Siliguri Municipal corporation ' which forming another 

separate ward, will be discussed later. 

The percentage of residents representing different communities is 

as follows; 

Table 2.21 

Community-wise CompoBition in 7., Ward XXI. 

Bengali 

98.96 

Nepali 

0.26 

Musiim 

0.00 

Or iya 

0,00 

Bihari 

0.39 

Tribal 

0.13 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

0.26 

Marwari 

0,00 

Total 

100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

The Table shows that the Bengalis comprise over 98% of the total 

inhabitants and the presence of other communities is negligible. The 
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structure o-f population is not so diversified, represented mostly by the 

middle class and lower middle class people. Majority of the population 

is engaged in small business and some of them are service holders. 

Ward - XXII. 

Situated to the south of ward.no.XXI, the eastern, northern 

and southern sides are covered by iiatangini Hazra Road, Fuleswari river, 

Kabiguru Sarani and Dinesh Ch. Sen Road. It covers Rathkhola, Netaji 

palli, Gokhale Road, Aurobindo Palli Main Road, Haraprasad Shastri Road, 

Jibanananda E^arani, Aurobindo Palli, No.l Dabgram Colony, Surya Sen 

Street and Michael Road. It enjoys almost similar physical location of 

being another peripheral ward. 

The community-wise distribution of inhabitants is as follows. 

Table 2.22 

Community-wise Composition in %, Ward XXII. 

Bengali 

98.58 

Nepali 

0.15 

Muslim 

0.12 

Or iya 

0.00 

E-i i h a r i 

0.86 

Tr ibal 

0.15 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

0.14 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

CSource:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

The Table shows a strong similarity in this regard with the 

previous ward with Bengali population (98.58X) dominating the scene. The 

area is fully residential and the occupational structure of the popu

lation is more or less the same as in ward no.XXI. 
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Ward - XXIII. 

Enjoying almost similar physical location as the previous 

two wards (XXI and XXII), it spreads over Surya Sen Road, Suryanagar, 

No.l Datagram , Sarat Ch. Street, Fuleswari Unnyon part of Bharat Nagar, 

Pritilata Road, Bharat Nagar (Fuleswari), Special Jail Road and Udayan 

colony. The community-wise distribution of population is as follows. 

Table 2.23 

Coimnunity-wise Composition in X, Ward XXIII. 

Bengali Muslim Bihari Punjabi Marwari 

98.20 0.08 0,89 0.00 0,00 

Nepali Oriya Tribal Others Total 

0,39 0.00 0.44 0.00 100 

CSourcesElectoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

This shows a strong percentage of the Bengali population followed 

by the Bihar is(0.89%) which is very nominal. 

The Bengali community forming the major section of the residents, 

the ward repeats features in this regard same as in other two wards 

mentioned above. It contains a slum developed on the bank of river 

Fuleswari (Fig. 5). 

Ward - XXIV. 

Lying south of ward XXHI, this is another ward with 

peripheral location,being traversed by Gurusaday Road,Ambika Chakraborty 
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Road, South Bharat Nagar by the side of river Fuleswari, Debasish 

Colony, Sramik Nagar(at the Junction point of Gurusaday Road and Rail 

line), part of Bharat Nagar, Prantik Pally, part of No.l Dabgram Colony, 

Pritilata Road and Ramkrishna Road. 

The eastern and the southern parts of the ward are surrounded 

by Dabgram mousa of Jalpaiguri district which has recently been annexed 

to Siliguri Municipal Corporation. 

The rail road connecting New jalpaiguri traverses the ward more or 

less diagonally, dividing the ward into two halves(Fig. 5 ), and by the 

side of railways there is a big slum. The residents of this slum area 

are mainly the Bihari, the Oriya and the Tribals which is reflected 

in the following Table ( Table 2.24 ). However, the Bengalis form the 

dominating group of inhabitants. 

The occupational structure is more or less the same as ward 

no.XXIII. But the residents of slum area as stated earlier are mostly 

engaged in manual work like rikshaw pulling, or work as casual labour 

in construction works etc. 

Table 2.24 

Community-wise Composition in %, Mard XXIV. 

Bengali 

95.29 

Nepali 

0.37 

Musiim 

0.43 

Oriya 

0.58 

Bihari 

1 . 9ji 

Tribal 

1.00 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

0.41 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

[Source:Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 
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Ward - XXV. 

Another -Fringe-ward lying in the entreme south, it covers 

Milan Pally and New Milan Palli, the Housing Estate of W.B.Government, 

Electricity sector. West Bengal State Electricity office complex, Post 

and Telegraph Colony, Ashok Nagar o-f Jalpaiguri district which has now 

been annexed to Siliguri Municipal Corporation, part o-f Burdwan Road 

near Jalpaimore, Station Feeder Road upto D.E.T.bui Iding (of-fice) ne&r 

Anandalok Cinema Hall. And Hindi High School, Sukanta Sarani, Mukunda 

Das Road, Samares Basu Sarani and all the roads -from Jalpaimore to 

Anandalok Cinema Hall originating -from station Feeder Road to the right 

side come under the Jurisdiction o-f ward no. XXV. 

The southern part and the major portion o-f the western half of the 

ward surrounded by Saktigarh area o-f Jalpaiguri district has now been 

annexed to Siliguri Municipal Corporation which has been -formed into a 

new ward no.XXXI. 

Relatively a more diversified community-wise composition is found 

in this ward as shown below-

Table 2.25 

Cc3mmunity-wise Coinpositic3n in X, Ward XXV. 

Bengali 

66.24 

Nepali 

2.26 

Musiim 

0.69 

Oriya 

0.09 

Bihari 

4.30 

Tribal 

1.10 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

7.34 

Marwari 

10.98 

Total 

100 

CSource: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assemb1y'1993.] 
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This is another ward where a considerable section o-F the residents 

belong to non-Bengali communities and among them the most important 

position is adopted by two communities- the Bihar is (11.SOX) and the 

Marwaris <10.98/i). Besides, the presence of "Others" (7.34/i) is also 

substantial in consideration of a single ward and this applies to 

the Nepal is (2.26X) as well. 

The Bengalis with 66.24 per cent represent the largest group which 

though is much lower than in many other wards. 

The occupational structure gives the idea that majority of the 

population are associated with large and small scale business followed 

by service-holders of Government and private organisations. The Marwari 

population of this area is however associated with large scale business, 

holding dealerships of big companies and hold some export, import 

enterprises. 

Some of the Bihari population of this area hold analogous position 

in business and the rest are service holders while a section makes a 

living as day labour. The Tribal population of this area is more than IX 

and majority of them are service holders. 

It is interesting to note that 'Others' as mentioned in the Table 

(7.34%) have come from different parts of India and majority of them 

being from Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan did not fall under the groups 

mentioned in the Table.(Table 2.25). 
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Ward - XXVI-

Having similar location as in the previous ward, it includes 

K&tnSition Feeder Road starting from Telegraph office building (Near 

Anandolok Cinema Hall) to Police Station (i.e. Siliguri P.S.), part of 

Telegraph office Road, part of Milan Palli and Goshala Road,Goshala Land 

and Babupara, South Babupara, part of Sreema Sarani, Sukanta Sarani of 

Babupara, left side of Samaresh Bose Road and Satyan Bose Road (a small 

area) and east Milan Palli. 

The southern part of the ward surrounded by Lake Town and Sukanta 

Palli (extension of Saktigarh) of Jalpaiguri district has recently been 

annexed to Siliguri Municipal Corporation formed into a new ward 

no.XXXIII(Fig.5). 

The community-wise composition of ward no.XXV and XXVI is more 

or less similar thbugh the representation of the two main non-Bengali 

communities, such as the Bihari (i.7.h'9"/.) and the Marwari (13.S2X) is 

much higher and the percentage of Bengali community (58.31%) has gone 

down further. Here also relatively a more diversified composition is 

found as shown in the following Table.(Table 2.26) 

Table 2.26 

Coininunity-wi&e Composition in %, XXVI. 

Bengali 

58.31 

Nepali 

0.79 

Musiim 

0.33 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

17.69 

Tribal 

1.49 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

7.57 

Marwari 

1 o>. 82 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 
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However, the occupational structure of this ward appears to be 

more or less the same as in ward no.XXV. It may be interesting to note 

the concentration of minority community at Siliguri, specially in 

respect of the Marwaris. At first they concentrated at Khalpara area 

i.e.in ward no.VIII and IX and slowly they spread into other areas going 

into wards XXV and XXVI (10.98% and 13.82% respectively) lying opposite 

to wards VIII and IX. In recent years this tendency has become more 

visible and they have started concentrating in other localities of the 

city as well, such as wards XXVII and XXVIII. 

A large percentage of the Biharis(17.69%) and the Marwaris(13.82%) 

indicates a greater degree of social diversity. This is further 

accentuated by the presence of Others* (7.57%) [as shown in Table 2.26], 

representing different parts of India other than the groups which have 

been entered in the Table (Table 2.26). 

Ward - XXVII. 

It covers Neli Sengupta Sarani, D.I. Fund Market, Station 

Feeder Road from Siliguri Police Station to Siliguri Town Station, 

Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Road (originating from Mahavirsthan),Thana Road, 

Siliguri Police Station Complex, No.l Sishu Vidyalaya Road, part of 

Babupara, Anandamohan Basu Road, Satyan Bose Road, Aban Thakur Sarani, 

Deshbandhu Vidyapith Road, part of Deshbandhu para and Lenin Sarani. 

The southern part of ward no. XXVII, surrounded by Jalpaiguri 

District, has recently been annexed to Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

making a new ward, no.XXXIII, comprising Lake Town and Nabagram area. 
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The following table shows the percentage of population belonging 

to different communities. 

Table 2.27 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward XXVII. 

Bengali 

70.19 

Nepali 

0.94 

Musiim 

1.13 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

17.02 

Tribal 

1.57 

Pun j ab i 

0.21 

Others 

4.27 

Marwari 

4.67 

Total 

100 

[Sources Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assemb1y'1993.3 

The Table shows the complex mixture of population among which the 

Biharis (17.02X) form the most dominant component among the non-

Bengalis. Another important feature about the character of the 

population is the presence of a large number of non-Bengali communities 

which is due to its location close to wards VIII,IX,XXV,XXVI etc., 

generally preferred by non-Bengali communities.(Fig.4 and Fig.5) 

The majority of the Muslim and the Bihari population are manual 

workers engaged as rikshaw or van pullers or working as casual labour in 

building construction works. The Marwaris and some of the Biharis and 

the Bengalis &re generally involved in small and large scale business. 

The remaining part of the Bengali population is associated with services 

in Government and private organisations. 
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Ward - XXVIII. 

This ward spreads over Sarbahara Colony, Railway Institute 

Colony, Deshbandhu Para, Tikia Para Railway Colony, Ramkrishna Colony, 

Harijan Colony and Matangini Colony and a part of D.B.C. Road. 

It is traversed by the railways connecting the city with New 

Jalpaiguri. 

Relatively a more diversified social structure is found in ward as 

No.XXVIII shown in the following Table. 

Table 2.28 

Community-wise Composition in X, Ward XXVIII. 

Bengali 

59.23 

Nepali 

1.28 

Musi am 

10.58 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

18.24 

Tribal 

6.31 

Punjabi 

0.06 

Others 

3.00 

Marwari 

1.30 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

It may be observed that the population of this ward exhibits very 

strongly two important elements: the presence of a large number 

(percentage) of Biharis(18.247.), the largest so far as the proportion of 

total population is concerned and the liusl ims( 10.587.) have also a signi

ficant presence. The presence of people belonging to other communities 
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includes the Marwaris, the Nepal is, the Punjabis and the "Others" along 

with a substantial percentage of Tribals gives it a very diversified 

character. In contrast the Bengalis comprise a little over 59 per cent 

o-F the total population. 

A large slum has developed in this ward comprising Sarbahara 

Colony, Prankrishna Colony, Harijan Colony and Matangini Colony and the 

majority o-F the population in the slum area, are Muslims, the Bihar is and 

the Tribals and most o-F them make a living as casual labour. Among the 

Bengalis business and job in various establishments are more common. 

Ward - XXIX. 

Located quite •far -From the CBD has given rise to a number oF 

important roads like A.P.C.Road, Lenin Sarani,( From Deshbandhu Chitta-

ranjan Road to eastern part of Satyan Bose Road), part o-F D.B.C. Road, 

(From Lenin Sarani to Southern part o-F Prafullya Sarani), western part 

o-f Satyan Bose Road, part of Michael Madhusudan Road, Tarasankar Road 

of Deshbandhu para, Madhya Deshbandhu para ( Mahamaya Kalibari and 

Tarasankar Road) near Fuleswari Bridge. 

The entire area is residential. But a small business complex 

and a small market has developed along the D.B.C. Road near Fuleswari 

Bridge (Fig.5). 

The community-wise composition of the population is not so 

diversified. The Table shows the fact. 
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Table 2.29 

Comfflunlty-wise Composition in %, Ward XXIX. 

Bengali 

90.97 

Nepali 

0.35 

Musiim 

1.51 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

4.60 

Tribal 

0.51 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

0.74 

Marwari 

1.32 

Total 

100 

[Sources Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.3 

It shows the dominance of the Bengali population (90.97%) and a 

very small percentage of the Biharis(4.607.) , the Muslims (1.517.) and the 

Marwaris (1.32%). Here as well slums have developed on the bank of river 

Fuleswari and some of the Muslims, the Biharisj the Bengalis reside 

there. The majority of the slum dwellers ars associated with business 

activities and some of them are service-holders either in Government or 

in private organisations. 

Ward - XXX. 

It has peripheral location and stretches upto the right bank 

of river Fuleswari. It covers Satyan Bose Road(part) and by lanes, APC 

Road (Part), P.C.Chaki Sarani, Michael Madhusudan Dutta Road and part of 

Vidyapith Road. 
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The community-wise composition o-F population is as Follows. 

Table 2.30 

Coflununity—wise Composition in %, Ward XXX, 

Bengali Muslim Bihari Punjabi Marwari 

97.41 0.78 0.78 0.00 0.26 

Nepali 

0.29 

Or iya 

0.00 

Tribal 

0.04 

Others 

0.44 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Assembly'1993.] 

By and large this ward may be called a Bengali ward in which more 

than 97X o-F the total residents belong to that community with a mere 

sprinkling of -Few other communities besides Muslims and Tribals o-F very 

negligible number. The majority o-F the population are associated with 

medium and large scale business and the rest are service holders. Some 

oF the Bihar is and Muslims work as casual labour. 
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Spatial Distribution of Different Communities 
in the Newly Annexed Area of Siliguri-

We have already discussed about the 30 wards of Siliguri Municipal 

area. Recently, however,in 1994, Siliguri Municipal Corporation has been 

formed annexing the sub-urban areas of Siliguri city. By and large the 

major portion of this area is still rural. The area which has been 

annexed to Siliguri town falls either under Dabgram mouza of Jalpaiguri 

district or Uzanu mouza of Darjeeling district. But it is interesting 

to note that the new area has mostly been taken from Dabgram mouza while 

in 1981 census 'Dabgram' itself was considered as a separate urban area. 

The annexed area is divided into seventeen (17) wards as a result 

of which 'Siliguri Municipal Corporation' now comprises 47 wards. 

The following information will be helpful to take an idea regarding 

annexation and formation of 'Siliguri Municipal Corporation'. The 

enhanced area of the city includes a large part of its urban field, the 

latter till recently forming a separate area (Fig.5 ). 

Table 2.31 

Area of Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

A) Siliguri Municipality Comprising 
30 Wards. 

B) Annexation from Darjeeling District 
1) Mandlaguri (Part) 
2) Kalkut (Part) > 

Daknikata (Part) > 
3) Ujanu 
C) Annexation From Jalpaiguri District. 
1) Dabgram (Part) 

Area i n s q . 

13 , 

2 . 
0 . 

2 , 

2 1 . 

. 5 0 

. 1 0 
, 5 0 

. 0 0 

, 8 0 

• km 

Total : Siliguri Municipal Corporation Area s 41.90 

CSource: Siliguri Jalpaiguri Development Authority]. 
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Barring five, all the remaining wards have been studied in detail 

for obtaining an idea about community-wise status of each while five 

wards were left out in the absence of ready reference. However, the 

community-wise composition of the inhabitants of these wards have been 

verified through field survey. We may now discuss the community -wise 

composition of new 17 wards elaborately. 

Ward - XXXI. 

The total Saktigarh area of Jalpaiguri district of Dabgram mousa 

falls under the jurisdiction of ward no.XXXI.(Fig.5 ). 

The composition of population of this ward is not so diversified. 

The community-wise composition is shown in the following Table. 

(Tab1e 2.32 ). 

Table 2.32 

Community—wise Compositon in % , Ward XXXI. 

Bengali 

92.98 

Nepali 

1.17 

liusl im 

0.75 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

4.19 

Tribal 

0.26 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

0.18 

Marwari 

0.47 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.] 
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As it appears, Bengalis form the most dominant part followed by 

the Biharis (4.19%) and the Nepal is (1.71%) whose percentage is quite 

negligible in comparison to the Bengalis. The majority of the population 

makes a living from medium scale business. Some others are service-

holders working in Government or private organisations. 

Ward - XXXII. 

The peripheral part of Saktigarh, Milanpally and the whole of 

Ashok Nagar of Jalpaiguri district come under the jurisdiction of 

ward no.XXXII. 

The composition of population of this ward is also not so 

diversified. The community-wise composition of this ward is more or less 

the same as in ward no.XXXI. It is not possible to show the figures in a 

Table regarding community-wise composition of ward no.XXXII due to non

availability of raw data. But as verified by sample survey, the Bengalis 

show a dominant position comprising over 90 per cent of the total number 

of residents. The area is overwhelmingly residential in its appearance 

and the population of this area is mostly associated with small or 

medium scale business. 

Ward - XXXIII. 

It includes Surya Sen Colony block D (part) and block E 

(part), Nabagram and Lake Town, Mahasakti Kalibari Road, Sreema Sarani, 

Satyapriya Sarani, Ashoke Nagar (East), Sukanta Palli (East) and Gole 
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Bazar, New Jalpaiguri (North Colony) and N.J.P. Rly. Colony, Central 

Colony (East) o-f N.J.P. 

Relatively a more diversified social structure is available in 

this ward. The community-wise composition of ward no.XXXIII is shown in 

Table 2.33. 

Table 2.33 

Coflununity-wise Compositon in % , Ward XXXIII. 

Bengali 

82,21 

Nepali 

0.98 

Musiim 

0.64 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

13.40 

Tribal 

1.12 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

1 *"? *"> 

Marwari 

0.43 

Total 

100 

CSources Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.3 

The Table ( Table 2.33 ) shows that the major section of the 

inhabitants are Bengalis (82.217.) but the Biharis (13.47.) comprise a 

sizeable section while the Tribals are larger in number than non-Bengali 

inhabitants. Most of the Bihari and the Tribal population are service-

holders working in the raiIways,residing mostly in the railway quarters. 

The majority of the Bengali population, however, is small business-

holders and the remaining part is employed in the railways. 

Few years ago the area was very backward due to the lack of 

communication and distance from the heart of the city. But recently a 
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rapid development has taken place with betterment of the transport and 

communication systems. A big commercial complex has also come up 

recently within this ward. 

Ward - XXXIV. 

This area, includes part of Bhaktinagar, N.J.P. area 

including some railway quarters. 

The community-wise composition of this ward is more or less the 

same as in ward no.XXXV which will be discussed later. Due to non

availability of data it is not possible to present a Table, but as 

verified from field survey, the area is another Bengali dominated one 

{over 707.) with a considerable amount of inhabitants-Biharis( 14-16"/.) and 

Musiims(7-97,). The Nepalis and the Tribals constitute a negligible 

portion of the residents. 

The major part, of the Bihari and the Muslim population and some 

part of the Tribal and the Nepali population are railway employees. The 

remaining part of the population is associated with small scale 

business. Some of the Muslim and Bihari population are manual workers, 

eg. rikshaw or vanpullers. 

Ward - XXXV! 

Lying in the part of the city it covers the remaining part 

of Bhaktinagar ( North, South, East and West), N.J.P. and some of the 

railway colonies. 
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The community-wise mixture of the inhabitants in this ward is 

very much diversi-fied in character as shown in the -following Table 

(Tab 1e 2.34). 

Table 2.34 

Cofflfliunity-wise Compositon in V. , Ward XXXV. 

Bengali 

71.51 

Nepali 

2.69 

Muslim 

8.95 

Or iya 

0.10 

Bihari 

15.70 

Tribal 

0.55 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

0.55 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll o-f Siliguri Municipal Corporation - 1994.] 

The above Table shows that in spite o-f the very high percentage of 

Bengali population (71.51X), the ward represents a complex nature o-f 

community-mix, having a considerable percentage o-f the Bihari (15.70%), 

the Musi im(S.957.) and the Nepali (2.697.) population. The residents are 

mostly engaged either in medium or in small scale business. The 

remaining part o-f population, especially the Biharis and the Muslims is 

associated with the work o-f manual labour. 

Ward - XXXVI. 

Presentation o-f community-mix is not possible due to non

availability of data. 
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Ward - XXXVII. 

Before annexation to the newly formed Siliguri Municipal 

Corporation, the ward was under Dabgram mouza (J.L. No.2) of Jalpaiguri 

district and represented by and large a rural settlement ( Table 2.31 

and Fig-5 ). It covers Sarada Palli, Dabgram~2, Netaji Palli, Chaon para 

(North East), Amtala, Chaon para(West), Niranjan Nagar Colony and Netaji 

colony. 

The community-wise composition of residents of this ward is shown 

in Table 2.35. 

Table 2.35 

Community-wise Compositon in % , Ward XXXVII. 

Bengali 

99.57 

Nepali 

0.03 

Musiim 

0.00 

Or iya 

0.06 

Bihari 

0.07 

Tribal 

0.07 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

0.20 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

CSource: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.] 

This is another Bengali ward of the city, with almost 99.57 per 

cent of the total inhabitants belonging to that community. The majority 

of the population is associated with small scale business and the 

remaining part is engaged in manual work. 
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Ward - XXXVIII. 

The representation o-F community-mix is not possible due to 

the lack of readymade data or source. 

Ward - XXXIX. 

The representation of community-mix is not possible due to 

the lack of readymade data or source. 

Ward - XL. 

Before annexation to S.M.C.(Si 1iguri Municipal Corporation), 

it was under Datagram mouza of Jalpaiguri district (Table 2.31) and some 

part of it was under Jangalmahal mouza. Today this ward covers Chota 

Fapri, Khudiram Pally, Santi Colony, Durganagar, Ektiasal, Gital Para, 

Asraf Nagar, Sarat Pally, Subhas Nagar, Haiderpara. The area is situated 

to the eastern side of Second Mile, Sevoke Road, that is in the part of 

the city. 

The community-mix in this area is very much diversified in 

character. The following Table shows the fact.(Table 2.36) 

Table 2.36 

Coflimunity-wise Compositon in % , Ward XL. 

Bengali 

59.17 

Nepali 

10.15 

Musiim 

7.79 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

16.50 

Tribal 

1 .45 

Punjabi 

1.79 

Others 

1 .51 

Marwari 

1 .64 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.3 
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Though the major section o-f the residents is represented by the 

Bengalis (59.17/i), a number of other communities comprise a substantial 

part. Among them the Bihar is are most prominent with 16.50 per cent of 

the total inhabitants of this ward followed by the Nepal is (10.157.) and 

the Muslims (7.79%). Besides, the presence of people belonging to other 

communities like the Punjabis, the Marwaris and the Tribals make the 

ward very diversified in character. 

The majority of the population is associated either with large or 

medium scale business. The rest is associated with small scale business 

or make a living as manual worker by pulling rikshaws or vans etc. 

Ward - XLI. 

Previously the ward was under Bhaktinagar area of Jalpaiguri 

district. After annexation to Siliguri Municipal Corporation, it 

includes Jyotinagar, Baikunthapally, Bankim Nagar, Santi Nagar (East 

Bairagi Para- South eastern region). The area is situated to the eastern 

side of Sevoke Road of third Mile, stretching from State Electric Supply 

Office to near Radio Transmitter. 

The community-wise composition of ward XLI is shown in the 

fo11owing Tab1e.(Tab 1e 2.37) 

Table 2.37 

Cofflfliunity-wise Ccunposition in % , Ward XLI. 

Bengali 

44.07 

Nepali 

19.07 

Musiim 

2.79 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

24.24 

Tribal 

4.79 

Pun j ab i 

0.34 

Others 

1.59 

Marwari 

3.11 

Total 

100 

[Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.] 
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It may be observed that the population of this ward exhibits a 

strong element of non-Bengali communities comprising, on the whole,about 

55.93 per cent of the total number of residents. Though as a single 

community the Bengalis head the list with about 44.07 per cent, the 

Biharis (24.24%) make the second largest group closely followed by the 

Nepalis(19.07%). Apart from them there are the Tribals (4.79%), Marwaris 

(3.11%), the Muslims(2.79%), Others (1.59%) and the Punjabis (0.34%) who 

make the ward very much diversified in character. 

The majority of the population are associated with small and 

medium scale business and the rest of the population sre manual workers. 

Ward - XLII. 

It covers Salugarah (North east), Salugarah (South east), 

Chaon Para, Rai colony, Salugarah (West), Chiharu Jot, Prakash Nagar, 

Ghumchia Para and Simlu Basti. Before annexation the ward was under 

Bhaktinagar thana of Jalpaiguri district. 

The community-wise composition of the ward is shown below. 

Table 2.38 

Community-wise Composition in X , Ward XLII. 

Bengali 

46.36 

Nepali 

16.29 

Musiim 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

23.67 

Tribal 

7.42 

Pun j ab i 

0.09 

Others 

2.09 

Marwari 

0.86 

Total 

100 

CSource: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.3 
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A picture nearly similar to that of ward XLI emerges in regard to 

the composition of population where the non-Bengal is,on the whole, domi

nate the scene, comprising almost 53.64 per cent of the total residents. 

The Bengalis forming the single major group, represent much less than 

half (46.36%) while the Bihar is form the second largest group with 

23.67 per cent followed by the Nepalis (16.297.). The percentage of the 

Tribals is quite significant, having about 7.42 per cent of the total 

population(inhabitants), while, however negligible the percentage of the 

Musi ims(3.227.) , the Marwaris (0.867.) and the Others (2.097.) may be, the 

very presence of so many communities give the population a very complex 

cha.racter, 

The majority of the population is associated with medium scale 

business. Among them the Nepalis are more successful in their respective 

business. The remaining part of the population are either small 

businessmen or service-holders in the Indian Military Force. 

Ward - XLIII. 

It covers Prakash Nagar (Southern Part), Dadabhai Colony, 

Gandhi Nagar, Bhanu Nagar, P.T. More. Before annexation this ward was 

under Bhaktinagar thana of Dabgram mouza of Jalpaiguri district and is 

located in the western part of the city.(Fig.5 and Table 2.31). 

The community-wise composition of the ward is shown in the 

following Table.(Table 2.39) 
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Table 2.39 

Coflimunity-wise Composition in X , Ward XLIII 

Bengali 

28. o 1 

Nepali 

17.86 

Musiim 

8.92 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

37.80 

Tribal 

1.51 

Pun j ab i 

1.49 

Others 

1.69 

Marwari 

9 t "̂  

Total 

100 

L'Source: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.3 

The community-mix is more pronounced here. The Biharis take a 

leading position (37.87.) here -Followed by the Bengal is(28.61%) and the 

Nepalis (17.86%). The percentage represented by the Musiims(8.92%) is 

quite signi-f icant. 

The Biharis -Form the largest group o-F the inhabitants and -from the 

point of view of non-Bengali communities , it may safely be called a 

Bihari-Nepali ward where almost 55.66 per cent of the total population 

come from these two communities. 

The Bengali and the Bihari population of this area is mostly 

engaged in small and large scale business having permanent stalls. The 

Nepalis are mostly engaged in transport. Some of them are associated 

with medium scale business. 
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Ward - XLIV. 

It spreads over Bidyachakra Colony, New Bidyachakra Colony, 

Dasharath pally, Lakshmi Colony, Janata Nagar, Ramkrishna Pally, 

Ganganagar. The total area falls under Bhaktinagar thana of Jalpaiguri 

district. 

The community-wise composition of the population of this ward is 

shown below. 

Table 2.40 

Community-wise Coniposition in % , Ward XLIV. 

Bengali Muslim Bihari Punjabi Marwari 

84.63 2.20 8.53 0.11 0.41 

Nepali Oriya Tribal Others Total 

3.31 0.00 0.23 0.50 100 

CSource: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipality Corporation- 1994.] 

The above Table shows that in spite of the very high percentage of 

Bengali population(84.63%), the ward represents a complex character with 

the presence of a wide range of non-Bengali residents. The population of 

this area is mostly engaged in small or medium scale of business. 

Ward - XLV. 

It covers Bagha Jatin colony, Pokaijot, South Mallaguri, 

Jyotinagar, Ghosh Paraf Satyajit Colony, Champasari More, Durga 
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Bari(Gram Panchyat:Pathar Ghata) and Darjeeling more. Before annexation, > 

the area. was under Mallaguri and Ujanu mouza of Darjeeling district. 

(Fig.5 and Table 2.31). 

The following table shows the community-mix of the ward(Table 2.41) 

Table 2.41 

Coflifliunity-wise Composition in 7. , Ward XLV. 

Bengali 

59.43 

Nepali 

13.82 

Musiim 

4.82 

Or i ya 

0.00 

Bihari 

15.96 

Tribal 

5.97 

Pun j ab i 

0.00 

Others 

0.00 

Marwari 

0.00 

Total 

100 

CSource: Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.] 

This is another ward where a considerable section of the 

inhabitants belongs to non-Bengali communities and among them the most 

important position is adopted by two communities- Bihari (15.967.) and 

Nepali (13.82"/.). 

The majority of the population is associated with large and small 

scale business followed by service-holders of Government and Private 

organizations. The major portion of Nepal is is engaged in sundry jobs in 

transport. Some of the Bihari and Muslim population make a living from 

some manual work on daily basis. 
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Ward - XLVI. 

It covers Debidanga,Mede Basti, Kalkut(Fig.5 and Table 2.31), 

Samar Nagar, Netaji Nagar, Daknikata (Fig.5 and Table 2.31), Narmada 

Bagan, North Mallaguri, Pokaijot, South Mallaguri, Jyotinagar, Ghosh 

Para, Satyajit Colony, Champasari More, Ganesh Ghosh Colony, Anandamoyee 

Colony , Naya Basti, Prafulla Nagar, Shib Nagar, Darjeeling more. Before 

annexation to Siliguri Municipal Corporation, the Ward was under 

Matigara thana of Darjeeling district. 

The community-mix of ward XLVI is shown in the following Table. 

Table 2.42 

Community-wise Composition in '/. , Ward XLVI-

Bengali 

48.08 

Nepali 

12.48 

Musiim 

4.00 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

27.27 

Tribal 

6.13 

Punjabi 

0.00 

Others 

2.04 

Marwari 

0,00 

Total 

100 

CSource! Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.] 

Though the Bengalis represent the highest percentage, more than 

half of the total number of residents are non- Bengalis. Relatively a 

more diversified social structure is found in this area. A considerable 

section of the residents is Bihari (27.27%) in this ward followed by the 

Nepalis(12.48%) and the Tribals (6.13%). The majority of the population 

either makes a living from medium scale business or is service-holders 

in Government or Private organizations. 
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Ward - XLVII. 

The ward spreads over Mahamaya Colony, New Railway Colony, 

R.K. Nagar, Paticolony ( Road No. 1,2,3,4 ) etc. Before annexation to 

Siligu Municipal Corporation, the majority of the area was under Ujanu 

mouza of Darjeeling district ( Table 2.31 and Fig,5 ) and the remaining 

part was under Durgabari mouza (Gram Panchayats Patharghata). The total 

area falls under Matigara thana of Darjeeling district. 

The community-wise composition of the ward is given in the 

following Table. 

Table 2.43 

CofliiRunity-wise Composition in X , Ward XLVII. 

Bengali 

70.87 

Nepali 

7.94 

Musiim 

1 .05 

Or iya 

0.00 

Bihari 

15.94 

Tribal 

2.82 

Pun j ab i 

0.05 

Others 

J. « X* i-J 

Marwari 

0.08 

Total 

100 

[Sources Electoral Roll of Siliguri Municipal Corporation- 1994.] 

The Bengalis lead with over 70 percent but the Table shows a varied 

degree of community-mix. 

The presence of the Bihar is (15.947.), the Nepal is (7.94%) and the 

Tribals (2-S2X) make the ward more diversified in its community struc

ture. The majority of the population of the ward are the employees 

of the railways, residing in the railway colonies which have developed 

in this area over a long period. The remaining part of the population 

makes a living from small scale business. 
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Some Observations 

However, the detailed study of the 30 wards representing the city 

of Siliguri till 1993 reveal following aspects of̂  the community-mix, 

throwing light on the geographical distribution and concentration of 

dif^ferent communities ( Fig.4, Fig.5 and Table 2.44 ). Here besides the 

Bengalis, we have considered non-Bengali communities grouped into eight 

separate categories, the latter representing the respective name of the 

community. This has been done on the basis of numerical superiority of 

each type, named after their state of origin or by which they arB popu

larly known in the locality or some other criterion. Regarding origin 

it is necessary to mention that, it may go back to one or two or even 

more generations backward. This applies to each category in a diff^erent 

degree, indicating that they are settled here for a few generations in 

many cases. Such as people with origin in the state of Bihar are 

designated as Biharis; those with origin in Punjab as Punjabis; with 

origin in Orissa as Oriya. In the case of 'Marwaris', however, the popu

lar name has been accepted by which they are locally known in spite of 

the fact that their origin is in Rajasthan. But in the case of the 

Nepal is it generally refers to the language they speak rather than their 

place of origin which might have been Nepal at one time and does not 

apply at present as most of them had migrated to the adjoining hill 

areas long ago from where they migrated again to Siliguri. Similarly, 

the Tribals have also lost their identity in the course of migration 

•from place to place. As regards people grouped under the head called 
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'Others' present a different case. They belong to states other than 

those recognised above but since their number is small, they have not 

been considered separately as per their state of origin. The most 

difficult case is presented by the 'Muslims' which has been mentioned 

earlier. 

(a) By and large Siliguri is a Bengali city, no doubt, having not yet 

attained the size and character of a cosmopoliton centre. Yet, it has 

already acquired a distinctive character unlike an urban centre of its 

size in general in its population-mix ( Fig.4 and Fig.5 ) which 

exhibits a widely divergent character in having a large number of 

communities some of which take a prominent role in not only the strength 

of number but in activities as well ( Table 2.44 ). 

(b) To be more specific, out of 30 wards studied for finding out the 

community structure of the urban residents , there are at least six 

wards (1,111,V,VI,VI11,IX) where the Bengali population is less than 

those belonging to the non-Bengali category, represented by the Bihar is, 

Punjabis, Marwaris, Nepalis, Oriyas, Tribals or those coming from other 

states of India, like the Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat etc. Besides, there are 

Muslims as well the statewise origin of whom could not clearly be 

defined from the electoral roll though information derived through field 

investigation indicate that they are, in general, from the adjoining 

state of Bihar. 

The non-Bengali character of the town is very mufct* pronounced in 
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altogether nine(9) (1,111,IV,V,VI,VII,VI11,IX,XI) out of a total of 30 

wards in which the percentage of Bengali population falls below 50 per 

cent and varying widely between as the lowest 11 per cent (IX) to the 

highest of 47 per cent (IV),each of the wards naturally has a preponder

ance of residents belonging to different non-Bengali communities(Fig.3). 

Barring the nine wards mentioned above, the majority of the 

inhabitants of the remaining 21 wards are Bengalis by birth but the 

variation in their percentage is wide enough to attract attention. For 

instance, there are at least four wards (XIX,XXI,XII,XXI11) where more 

than 98 per cent of the inhabitants are Bengalis while in altogether 10 

wards (XIX,XXI,XXII,XXI11,XV,XVI,XVII XXIV,XXIX and XXX) out of 21 where 

more than 90 per cent of the inhabitants belong to Bengali community. On 

the other hand, the percentage varies from 50 per cent to 98 per cent 

among the 21 wards, having widely varying proportions of non-Bengali 

communities (Fig.4 ). 

(c) Among the non-Bengali communities settled whether permanently or 

semi-permanently in the city of Siliguri, those with origin in Bihar and 

Rajasthan (Marwaris) have a more prominent place in numerical strength 

followed by the Punjabis, the Nepal is and the Muslims. 

It may be highly interesting to note that the Biharis are found in 

each of the 30 wards though the number may widely vary; the Marwaris are 

found in 24 out of 30 wards, being completely absent in 6; the Punjabis 

are found in 12 wards, with none in remaining 18 wards; the Oriyas are 

still less conspicuous, being found in only 11 out of 30 wards while the 
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Nepalis and the Tribals are present in all the wards. The sprinkling of 

people coming from different other states of India is recorded in all 

the wards except one and the 'Muslims' inhabit 27 out of 30 wards 

(Fig.4 and Table 2.44). 

(d) Looking from another angle, a question of preference for residence 

seems to be working very powerfully among the non~Benglai residents. 

This is clearly indicated in the selection of wards they generally have 

concentrated in and avoid others. Before going by each community one may 

look for general cases in this respect which shows that wards XV to XXIV 

make the most important case avoided by a number of communities. As for 

example, in 6 of these wards ( XIX ~ XXIV ) the Punjabis, the Marwaris 

and the Oriyas are completely absent while in other four C XV—XVIII ] 

both the Punjabis and Oriyas are virtually absent (Fig.3 and Fig.4). 

The presence of other communities like the Nepalis and the Muslims 

is also very negligible in all these wards. 

(e) The question of preference for residential location becomes more 

pronounced when it is considered against each community. Perhaps this is 

more logical in view of the fact that people belonging to same community 

quite often seek a residence close to his or her own community in a 

place removed from his place of origin, so that he or she does not feel 

alien to the surroundings. Thus, a person having origin in Bihar or 

belonging to that community will naturally prefer to stay in an area 

where people of same community has already settled down. The idea 
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perhaps works with each community who have settled down in Siliguri 

which is reflected in the nature of concentration of people belonging to 

each community. 

The distribution as well as the concentration of the Biharis in 

Siliguri city may be a case of study in this regard. Though in 

comparison to other communities the Biharis are more ubiquitous, their 

geographical distribution is, however, far from uniform. Such as, in 17 

out of a total of 30 wards they ars present in a recognizable number,the 

percentage ranging from 11 per cent to a little over 65 per cent (ward 

V ) of the total number of residents of the respective wards. Again in 

10 of these wards it is over 20 per cent of the total residents while in 

4 of them it is over 30 per cent. It is further interesting to observe 

that in at least 4 of these wards (I,III,V and VIII) they constitute the 

largest section of inhabitants and hence they may be called Bihari 

Wards (Fig.4 and Table 2.44). 

The geographical location of these wards may be of further interest 

in understanding the factors responsible for such concentration. 

The geographical distribution of concentration of the Marwaris, 

•forming one of the major constituents of the non-Bengali communities of 

the city, reveal equally interesting features. They seem to be more 

clannish than the Biharis in the choice of their place of residence and 

this is amply displayed in their nature of concentration. For instance, 

there are only 8 wards (VII-XI and XIII and XXV-XXVI) in which they are 
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mainly concentrated, representing more than 10 per cent of the total 

number of residents of respective wards and unlike the Bihar is, their 

percentage drops below 2 per cent in other wards inhabited by them with 

two wards having more than 2 per cent and another two wards having 

below 5 per cent while 6 wards draw nill in this respect.Among the wards 

having the Marwaris, ward IX has the highest percentage (49%) which 

happens to be also the largest for that ward, thus making it a sort of 

'Marwari Ward' and in another ward (VIII) with 34 per cent of the total 

inhabitants it is a very close second in size preceded by the Biharis 

(36 per cent). This may be called a semi-Marwari ward in which the 

percentage of people belonging to other communities is much less, the 

third largest being the Bengalis with 14 per cent of the total (Fig.4 ). 

The Punjabis represent one of the leading non-Bengali resident 

communities of the city so far as economic status is concerned though in 

absolute numbers, they are far behind many other communities including 

the Nepal is and the Muslims. As a result, their distribution as well as 

concentration are of very restricted nature. They are confined to barely 

12 wards and out of them concentration in true sense is found in one 

ward (XIII), representing over 5 per cent of the total inhabitants of 

that ward which is also the highest for this community and is a little 

over 1 per cent in two other wards (VI and VIII), dropping below that in 

the remaining 9 out of 30 wards.(Fig.4 and Table 2.44). 

The picture becomes different in the case of other communities. 

They keep a low profile in numerical strength as well as in economic 
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status, no doubt, but what is socially significant is that two of them-

the Nepal is and the Tribals- are ubiquitous while the Muslims are nearly 

so. However, apart from the Muslims, none of them constitute a 

significant section of the ward population. In the case of the Nepal is, 

there are 3 wards (I-III) where the highest percentage is over 11 

per cent and this decreases sharply in the remaining 27 wards. In 

comparison, the Tribals have a less significant position, representing 

more than 5 per cent of 4 ( I,V,XVI11 and XXVIII) ward population, the 

percentage dwindling down to insignificance in the remaining 26 wards. 

In contrast, rather the Muslims exhibit a much stronger degree of 

concentration in an otherwise sprinkling character of its geographical 

distribution. The most striking character here is represented by ward VI 

where the Muslims constitute 33 per cent of the total ward population, 

the largest for the ward and for itself.(Fig.4 and Table 2.44) 

For this reason alone it can be called a 'Muslim Ward'. Two other 

wards IV and VII, similarly contain a large segment of the Muslim 

population, comprising over 15 per cent of the ward population in each 

case, in another ward (XXVIII) they constitute over 10 per cent of the 

ward population and it is over 5 per cent in two wards- I and XVIII- but 

quite insignificant in the remaining 21 wards, with none in 3 wards. 

(Fig.4 and Table 2.44) 

The 'Others' form the last category of the communities which 

represent people having origin in different states other than those 

mentioned above. Taken together their proportion is not very negligible 
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in all the wards, the highest over 15 per cent being in ward XI and in 

at least nine wards their percentage varies -from over 5 per cent to over 

7 per cent o-f the ward populat ion. (Fig.4 and Table 2.44) 

All these -facts very strongly re-flect the attraction o-f this city 

which is still at its in-fancy in comparison to giants in the -field. To 

all appearances it seems to be a growing process to intensi-fy further 

the community-mix resulting -from its economic advancement. 
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Tablo 2^44 

TwwBtmfi «f Populatioii of Difftrvot Comraiitim in SiUguri Ci^ (W«iM¥iw). 

Ward Mo. Bencfdi Maalim Bihiri P u ^ ^ Mvwari Nepali Oriya Tribal OdMfi Total 

I 33.03 5.70 39.73 0.43 0.52 9 . ^ 0.24 6.48 2.20 100 

n 67.44 1.71 12.99 0.40 1.53 11.02 0.33 1.38 3.20 100 

m 30.92 2.42 47.54 0.71 1.63 10.56 0.23 1.58 4.41 100 

IV 47.75 15.09 27.70 0.00 1.75 2.96 0.00 1.76 2.99 100 

V 13.87 4.74 65.40 0.00 2.39 1.33 0.08 5.38 6.81 100 

VI 21.83 33.66 28.91 1.24 3.43 2.16 0.00 1.63 7.14 100 

Vn 39.67 15.15 25.78 0.00 10.38 1.82 0.00 0.82 6.18 100 

Vm 14.56 4.92 36.01 1.06 34.46 1.32 0.00 1.46 6.21 100 

DC 11.71 082 28.70 OOO 49.23 2.46 OOO 0.42 6.66 100 

X 50.19 2.51 21.32 0.46 14.51 4.32 0.06 08S 5.78 100 

XI 32.63 2.58 18.36 0.65 23.87 4.46 1.40 0.37 13.46 100 

Xn 72.79 0.51 12.62 0.27 4.24 3.06 1.00 1.42 4.09 100 

Xm 51.33 0.43 11.90 5.79 10.89 6.69 5.14 0.70 7.11 100 

vjxfv 84.82 0.76 3.66 0.76 1.80 3.83 0.10 0.14 4.13 100 

XV 94.02 OlO 2.17 OOO 1.23 0.38 0.00 O07 2.03 100 

XVI 94.58 0.15 1.98 0.00 095 055 OOO 0.08 1.71 100 

XVS 90.66' 0.51 4.19 0.00 1.26 1.13 000 023 2.02 100 

XVm 60.97 S.70 18.68 OOO 0.15 4.44 0.72 7.23 2.11 100 

X3X 98.15 0.00 1.24 0.00 000 024 OOO 0.18 0.19 100 

XX 81.33 1.27 8.21 OOO 0.00 2.13 OOO 6.18 0.84 100 

XXI 98.96 OOO 039 OOO 0.00 0.26 0.00 013 026 100 

XXn 98.58 012 0.86 0.00 0.00 015 OOO 0.15 0.14 100 

XXm 98.20 O08 0.89 OOO OOO 039 0.00 044 OOO JOO 

X3aV 95.29 043 1.92 OOO OOO 037 058 1.00 0.41 100 

3CXV 66.24 069 11.30 OOO 1098 2.26 O09 1.10 7.34 100 

X3CVI 58.31 0.33 17.69 0.00 13.82 0.79 0.00 1.49 7.37 100 

X3CVn 7019 1.13 17.02 021 4.67 0.94 OOO 1.37 4.27 100 

XXVm 39.23 10.S8 18.24 0.06 1.30 1.28 0.00 6.31 3.00 100 

X3aX 90.97 1.51 4.60 0.00 1.32 0.35 000 0.51 0.74 100 {Source: SIcdonlKoU 
of Siliguri 

XXX 97.41 078 0.78 0.00 026 0.29 0.00 O04 0.44 100 AMwnbly'1993. ] 

Total- 64.25 3.81 16.36 0.44 6.55 2.72 033 1.70 3.84 100 
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